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In C. A. R. Hoare, S. D. Brookes, and A. D. Roscoe (1984, J. Assoc. Comput. 
Mach. 31(3), 560) an abstract version of Hoare's CSP is defined and a denotational 
semantics based on the possible failures of processes i given for it. This semantics 
induces a natural preorder on processes. We define formally this preorder and 
prove that it can be characterized as the smallest relation satisfying a particular set 
of axioms. The characterization sheds lights on problems arising from the way 
divergence and underspecification are handled. After small changes to the semantic 
domains we propose a new semantics which is closer to the operational intuitions 
and suggests a possible solution to the above problems. Finally we give an 
axiomatic haracterization for the equivalence induced by the new semantics which 
leads to fully abstract models in the sense of Scott. © 1985 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Research on denotational semantics, beginning with the pioneering work 
of Scott and Strachey, has shown that a relatively small number of basic 
semantic onstructions can be used to adequately model the meanings of 
sequential, deterministic programs. See Stoy(1977). There have been 
various attempts (Plotkin, 1976, Smyth, 1978) to generalize the 
Scott-Strachey approach to cover languages with primitives for 
parallelism, nondeterminism, and communication but the mathematics 
involved gets immediately complicated. Moreover, in some cases the 
mathematical objects used to denote the meanings of programs do not 
completely respect operational intuitions. 
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More recently a new approach to the semantics of parallelism has been 
developed after Milner's work on CCS (Hennessy and Milner, 1980; 
Milner, 1980). In this approach the semantics of a system is given by con- 
sidering the actions it can accomplish and its possible configurations after 
the various actions. The calculus is based on a few operators corresponding 
to intuitive ideas of systems behaviour and its semantics i based purely 
upon operational definitions. No prior decision on what aspect o ignore is 
made. In fact in De Nicola and Hennessy (1984) it has been shown that 
depending on the "operationally defined" congruence r lation chosen it is 
possible to get various different mathematical models for the calculus and 
so various different denotational semantics. Moreover it has been shown 
how, by quotienting the calculus with respect to a particular congruence, it 
is possible to determine a useful set of identities which describe the interac- 
tions between the various operators. This together with a very general form 
of induction provides a powerful proof system. 
Since its appearance, CSP, the language for communicating sequential 
process (Hoare, 1978), has played the role of a test language for many 
proposed theories of concurrency, by providing very interesting control 
structures. Various formal semantics for CSP have been proposed. The so- 
called trace semantics introduced in Hoare (1982) associates with every 
process the set of its possible sequence of actions. It turns out to be suitable 
for reasoning about potential communication sequences but insensitive to 
deadlock. The B-semantics of Francez et al. (1978) attributes to each CSP 
process a meaning in two steps: first every process of a system is given an 
individual semantics, and then the semantics of the system is obtained by a 
binding operator B which takes into account he concurrent interactions 
among the various processes. It applies only to a subset of CSP. Also 
others, more operational, directions have been followed: Plotkin (1983) 
gives a structured operational semantics for CSP and Astesiano and 
Zucca (1982) give its semantics by translation i to CCS. 
Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984) to define a mathematical model for 
CSP offer a new approach, basically denotational but with strong connec- 
tions with operational behaviours. Following the lead of CCS, they 
introduce a notion of process based on the elementary concepts of event 
and transition. Starting from a set of elementary actions and few basic 
processes they define a small set of combinators which allow processes to 
be built from smaller ones. The meanings of the various processes is 
specified by postulating that two processes are equivalent if and only if they 
cannot be distinguished by observing their behaviour in finite environ- 
ments. 
Their semantics is given by associating to every process a so-called 
refusal set. Each refusal set consists of a set of failures. A failure is a pair 
(s, V), where s is a finite sequence of visible actions in which the process 
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may have been engaged up to a certain moment and V is a set of actions 
the process is able to reject on the next step. The semantics of the various 
combinators is given by defining the transformations they induce on the 
domain of refusal sets. 
The association of a process with a refusal set is not one-to-one; the 
same refusal set can be associated to more than one process. A notion of 
congruence is then introduced as follows: two processes are congruent if 
and only if they have the same refusal set as denotation. 
The congruence obtained in this way presents triking similarities with 
one of the behavioural equivalences which has been defined for CCS 
starting from its standard operational semantics in De Nicola and Hen- 
nessy (1984). Moreover the trees which are used in De Nicola and Hen- 
nessy (1984) as denotational model for CCS look quite similar to the 
refusal set model. 
It is tempting to try to understand the relation between these two 
seemingly very different approaches. The present paper starts investigations 
in this direction. The congruence on processes induced by the denotational 
model (the refusal set model) is characterized algebraically and a sound 
and complete set of axioms for finite terms is defined to form the basis of 
the theory. This allows a deeper understanding of the model and evidences 
problems connected with the choices for the denotation of some particular 
processes. 
In particular the algebraic haracterization sheds light on difficulties the 
chosen denotational semantics has in capturing the operational intuitions 
of the interaction between completely specified processes and the primitive 
process used to represent both divergence and underspecification. These 
difficulties lead to the definition of a new semantic domain obtained by 
• imposing some constraints on the domain of refusal sets. The subdomain 
obtained in this way allows us to overcome the previous difficulties and 
takes us closer to understanding the interrelations between refusal sets and 
the Representation Trees of De Nicola and Hennessy (1984). 
The present paper is logically organized in two parts. In part I we con- 
sider a subset of the language for a theory of CSP as described in Hoare, 
Brookes, and Roscoe (1984) and analyse the implications of their choices 
of semantic domains and semantic functions. In part II we present our 
alternative semantic domains, define the new semantic functions for the 
whole language and give an axiomatic characterization which extends 
naturally to infinite processes. 
The paper consists of seven sections and two appendices which contain 
the proofs marginal to the How of the paper. In Section 2 the syntax of a 
version of the language for a theory of communicating sequential processes 
(not containing recursively defined processes) is introduced; the refusal set 
model is then presented and used to give the semantics of the language; 
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finally, a preorder for processes (the one naturally induced by the 
denotational semantics) is defined. In Section 3 it is proved that the preor- 
der can be characterized as the smallest relation satisfying a particular set 
of axioms; the complete set of axioms is defined and proved consistent, and 
other axioms, useful for a better understanding of the model and for later 
proofs, are derived. Section 4 is completely dedicated to discussing the 
existence of normal forms for processes and to presenting the proof of the 
completeness theorem. 
Part II starts with Section 5, where the new semantic domain is presen- 
ted and a compact representation for refusal sets is proposed. The new 
semantics of the whole language for a theory of CSP is defined in Section 6. 
An axiom system which characterize the precongruence induced by the new 
semantics i presented in Section 7 together with a new fully abstract model 
for the language. In the final section the results are discussed, the advan- 
tages of the more compact representation of refusal sets are stressed and 
relationships with other models are pointed out. 
2. THE LANGUAGE FOR A THEORY OF CSP AND ITS SEMANTICS 
In this section we review the definition of the various operators of a 
theory for communicating sequential processes (TCSP) and their 
denotational semantics. All the operators are described in Hoare, Brookes, 
and Roscoe (1984), where their definition and their use are motivated. At 
first we will consider only a subset of the operators; the reasons for the 
exclusion of some of them (rec x .  and Ill) will be discussed later. In the 
second part of the paper we will consider all of them. 
We start by giving an informal description of the various operators: 
1. Inaction. Stop represents the process which never does anything 
2. Undefined. CHAOS represents the wholly arbitrary process 
which can exhibit every possible behaviour; it is the most nondeterministic 
process. 
3. Action. If A is a set of elementary actions, a e A and P is a process 
then a ~ P represents the process which can perform the action a and then 
behave like P. 
4. External Choice. If P and Q are processes then P [] Q is a process 
having the actions of both P and Q, The environment ( he other processes 
interacting with it), will resolve the choice as to which subprocess i in fact 
used. 
5. Internal Choice. If P and Q are processes then P n O is the process 
representing their nondeterministic composition. P ~ Q behaves like P or O 
and the environment has no control over the choice. 
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6. Parallel Composition. If P and Q are processes then P 11 Q is a 
process. It can perform a particular action only if both P and Q can per- 
form it together. This gives a very tight form of parallelism. 
7. Interleaving. If P and Q are processes then P III Q is a process. It 
represents the process which can perform any sequence of actions obtained 
by arbitrary interleaving of the sequences of actions the two component 
processes can perform. 
8. Hiding. If P is a process and a is an elementary action then P/a is 
a process which behaves exactly the same as P apart from the fact that all 
the actions a are invisible to the environment. These actions can occur 
without the environment having any control over them. 
The behaviour of processes built using the above operators is specified 
by associating a refusal set to every process. A refusal set gives the means of 
observing the traces a process can execute and at the same time the elemen- 
tary actions it will be able to refuse to execute after every single trace. A 
refusal set F is an element of subset of POW(A*x  POW(A)), (where 
POW(S) denotes the set of subsets of S) which satisfies the following con- 
ditions: 
1. (s, V) ~F=~ V is finite. 
2. (~, {}}eF ,  where e represents the empty string and {} the 
empty set. 
3. (st, { })~F=~(s, { })~F.  
4. V~_Wand(s,W) eF=~(s,V)~F. 
5. Let U= {a] (sa, { }) e r}  and let Wbe a finite subset of (A -  U), 
then (s, V) ~ F~ (s, (Vw W) ) ~ F. 
Most of the conditions a refusal set is required to satisfy are intuitive. It 
has to be nonempty (2); its set of traces has to be prefix closed (3); its set 
of refusals has to be downward closed (4); and finally any refusal set has to 
be such that if it does not contain any trace of the form "sa" then it must 
contain a refusal associated with s which contains "a" (5). Condition 1 is 
less intuitive: in Section 5 we will show that it is unnecessary, it is kept for 
homogeneity with the results of Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984). 
We are now ready to present he syntax and the semantics of TCSP. The 
set of finite processes ranged over by P, Q, R ..... is defined by the following 
BNF-like notation, where a denotes elements of a countable set of elemen- 
tary actions: 
P := Stop ]CHAOS ] a --* P [Pj N Pz] P1 [] Pz] P1 ]l Pz] P/a. 
In the sequel Z {Pi] i~I} will be used to denote Pil [] "'" [] P~., where 
I=  {6 "'" in}. If I=  { } then it will denote Stop. 1-[ {Pil i~I} will be used 
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to denote Pare "" nP~,, where I=  {i 1 ---i,} is not empty. The absence of 
brackets will be justified by axioms to be introduced; both [] and n will in 
fact be proved associative. The precedence of the operators is given by: 
/a>a~ > 11 >r7 > ~.  
The semantic function ~ is defined by structural induction in 
denotational style: 
~Stop~ 
~[CHAOS~ 
Ea ~ P~ 
EP [] Q? 
[UP ~ QI 
[UP tl Q~ 
~P/a~ 
= {(~, V)[ V~A,  Vfinite} 
= {(s, V) [seA*  and V~_A, V finite} 
= {(8, V)[ V~_A-{a}, V finite} w {(as, W)[ (s, W)  • ~P~} 
= {{e, V)] {e, V) • [-P~ n ~Q~} w 
{{s, W)  l s•A  + and{s, W)•~P~u[Q~} 
= {(s, Vw W) ] (s, V> • ~P~ and (s, W) • [UQ) } 
= {(s/a, g)  l (s, Vu {a} ) • ~P~ } 
w {((s/a) t, V) I {t, V) • ECHAOS~ 
i fVn(sa n, { } )•  ~P~}, 
where s/b is formed from s 
by removing all occurrences ofb. 
Note, however, that in the definition of the semantics of P/a the second 
member of the union is present just in case CHAOS is a subprocess of P 
and P can offer a sequence of a's and then behaves like CHAOS. 
It can be proved, see Brookes (1983), that ~ ~ is well defined and that the 
sets on the right-hand side satisfy conditions 1-5. 
Associated with every failure set we have the following: 
DEFINITION 2.1. Init(P) = {al (a, { } ) • [UP~ }. 
DEFINITION 2.2. Traces(P) = {s I (s, { } ) • [P~ }. 
DEFINITION 2.3. Refusals(P) = { VI (e, V) • ~P~ }. 
The proposed semantics for processes of TCSP immediately suggests a
natural equivalence between them: 
P~ Q if and only if EP~ = ~Q~. 
In the sequel we break the natural equivalence induced by the 
denotational semantics into two preorders, relations which are reflexive 
and transitive. We find this more natural for describing the relationships 
between CHAOS and the other processes and for discussing divergence and 
underspecification. An equivalence is generated by a preorder in a natural 
way (~ = % ~ ~) .  
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We have 
P % Q if and only if EP~ ~- [[Q~ 
meaning intuitively that P is considered less defined than Q when P 
behaves more nondeterministically than Q; i.e., the external environment 
can control the progression of P in a smaller number of circumstances. 
Let C[ ] be a context or environment; we can think of it as a TCSP 
process with a "hole" which can be filled with any TCSP process. It is well 
known that, because of the way the semantic function E ~ has been defined, 
P % Q implies C[P ]  % C[Q]  for every context C[ ]; i.e., % is a 
precongruence on TCSP. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. ~ is preserved by all the operators in TCSP. 
3. THE AXIOM SYSTEM 
In this section we examine the axiom system corresponding to the preor- 
der defined in the previous section. For every operator in the language we 
have a corresponding set of axioms. We have, moreover, some axioms 
showing the interrelationships between certain pairs of operators. The basic 
axioms are given in Table I. Most of them are given in term of "="  and 
they are intended to be read in conjunction with the rules: 
X= Y implies X E Y and Y E_ X 
X _~ Y and Y ~_ X implies X = Y. 
Some of the axioms were stated in Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984); 
others have been worked out by stressing the similarities with the models 
in De Nicola and Hennessy (1984) and Milne (1980); in fact some of them 
are reminiscent of the ones in De Nicola and Hennessy (1984), in spite of 
the very different set of operators we started with. 
If A is the set of axioms C1, E1 E4, I1-I4, D1-D4, H1 H5, PC1-PC5 
we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.1. The set of axioms A is sound for r- i.e., if 
P ~ Q(P=Q)  is an instance of an axiom from A then P % Q (P,~Q). 
Proof The proof consists of determining the refusal sets of P and Q, 
whatever they are, and comparing them. We will just sketch the proof of 
some axioms which are not stated in Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1981): 
H5. (a ~ X[] Y)/a= Y/a m (X[] Y)/a. 
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Undefined 
C1 CHAOSrX  
External Choice 
E1 X[ ]X=X 
E2 X[]  Y= Y[] X 
E3 X[~(Y[ ]Z)=(XD Y)~Z 
E4 X [] Stop = X 
Internal Choice 
I1 XmX=X 
12 Xrq Y= YmX 
I3 Xm(YnZ)=(XrqY)nZ 
14 Xm Yr-X 
Distributive Laws 
D1 Xm(Y[ ]Z)=(XmY)~(XmZ)  
D2 X[~(YnZ)=(X[ ]  Y )m(X~Z)  
D3 (a~X)m(a~ Y)=a~(XmY)  
D4 (a~X) [ ] (a~ Y)=a~(XmY)  
Hiding 
H1 
H2 
H3 
H4 
H5 
Parallel 
PC1 
PC2 
PC3 
PC4 
PC5 
Stop/a = Stop 
CHAOS/a = CHAOS 
(Xm Y)/a = X/a m Y/a 
(a --+ XD Y)/a = X/an (X[B Y)/a 
52 { (bi ~ Xi)/a[ i ~ l } =52 { b,-~ Xi/a] i E l} ifVi, bi v~ a 
Composition 
if P=>2 {ai--+Pil i+I} and Q=52 {b /~ Qjl j~J} then 
PllQ =52 {a~ ~(Pkl lQDlak=bhandkel,  hEJ} 
(P [] CHAOS)[[ Q = Y' {a k ~ CHAOS [ a k = bh and k E I, 
hEJ}m52 {b;--+Q/llCnAOSljcJ} 
(P [] CHAOS)[I (Q [] CHAOS) = Z {ak --+ CHAOS [ a~ = bh and k ~ L 
h e J} [] CHAOS 
x[I Y= Yl[X 
(Xr~ Y)l[ Z = (Xll Z) m ( Y[I z )  
We assume H4, it is then enough to prove 
(a --* X.[] Y)/a = (Xm (X[] Y))/a 
~a~ X[~ IQ = {(~, W)[ (~, W)~ ~Y~ anda~ W} 
t., {{as, T)I (s, T) e ~X~} 
w {(t,  V)[ (t, V) e [Y~ andteA + } 
EXm(X~ Iq = {<s, T)l<s, T) e[-X~ } 
u {(t, V) l ( t ,  V) e ~Iq andteA +} 
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and so we have 
~ihs]] = ~rhs]] = {(as~a, T> I ( s, T> ~ ~X~ and a E T} 
u {(t/a, V>I <t, V> ~ ~Y~, tea  + anda~ V} 
u {<(s/a)t, V>] ~ [CHAOS] ifVn <saw , { }> 
PC2. (P [ ]CHAOS) I rQ=Z{ak~CHAOSlak=b~,  and k~I ,  h~J}  
n {Eb]--+Q]l j~J}, 
where P and Q are as in Table I. We have 
~P D CHAOS~ = {<e, V>I Vc_A-Init(P)} u {<s, W>lseA +, We_A} 
~-P II CHAOS]] = { <s, W> Is e Traces(P), W_c A } 
Elhs~ = { <e, V>l V_c A-Init(P) or Vc_ A-Init(Q)} 
vo { < s, W} Is ~ A + ands e Traces(Q) and We_ A } 
~rhs] = { <e, V) I V_ (A-Init(P)) u (A-Init(Q))} 
w {<s, W>IsEA + andseYraces(Q) and W<_A}. 
The result follows from 
V_c (A-Init(P)) u (A-Init(Q))¢> V_c A-Init(P) or Vc_ A-Init(Q). | 
From the equations in Table I we can derive many additional equalities 
which will prove very useful in the sequel during the proof of the com- 
pleteness theorem. Moreover they give additional indications of the seman- 
tics of the various operators. A list of derivable axioms is given in Table II, 
their proofs are given in Appendix 1. 
The derived axioms DER10 and DER12 deserve some comments. They 
in fact shed light on difficulties refusal sets have in modelling the 
operational intuitions of the interaction between the fully undefined process 
(CHAOS) and other completely specified ones. 
DER10, in fact, says that a finite process P in alternative with CHAOS 
exhibits the same behaviour of an agent hat behaves like CHAOS in every 
circumstance apart from the fact that it will always accept he experiment a 
if proposed by the environment. When considering an underspecified 
process the only actions which will be taken into account will be its initial 
ones .  
DER12, on the contrary, shows that the behaviour of the process 
resulting from the parallel composition of any process with the process 
CHAOS, is modelled in such a way that it does not take into account he 
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Derivable Axioms 
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DER1 
DER2 
DER3 
DER4 
DER5 
DER6 
DER7 
DER8 
DER9 
DER10 
DERl l  
DER12 
Xm CHAOS = CHAOS 
(Xn Y)[S] X=(X~ Y)nX 
Xm Y= Xn Ym(X[] Y) 
X[] Y= X[3 Y[~ (Xn Y) 
XF2 (XZ] YD Z) = Xm (X~ Y) m (X~ Y[3 Z) 
X[](Xm YmZ)=X[2 (Xm Y)[] (Xn Y~Z)  
(a---, Xl [] Y)m(a~X2[BZ)=(a~ X1Da-, X2E2 Y) 
m(a~X1ESa~X2~Z ) 
a~F[  {XelicI} =I-[{a~ XilicI} 
Xm YEX[  Y 
a --* XD CHAOS = a ~ CHAOS [] CHAOS 
5~ {ai~Xibi~I} DCHAOS =Z {ai--*CHAOSLiEI} []CHAOS 
CHAOSHa~ P= Stop ma-~ (PIlCHAOS) 
possibility of divergence, i.e., of computing forever without offering any 
communication to the environment. This possibility should be taken into 
account since the process CHAOS can be used to model infinite chattering 
(infinite internal exchange of messages). We have in fact the axiom 
CHAOS/a = CHAOS. This problem is even more evident if we consider the 
general language including recursively defined terms. We have in this case 
that P -- rec x. a ~ x implies P/a = CHAOS. 
These difficulties in coping with CHAOS prevented us from axiomatizing 
the operator ill, an operator used in Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984) to 
model the interleaving of the action of two processes. While we have found 
an axiomatization which allowed us to remove all the occurrences of the 
operators ]j and /a from every process, we have not been able to find a 
process expressed only in terms of [3, m, a ~,  CHAOS, and Stop with the 
same denotation as P ill CHAOS, i.e., another process which can be denoted 
by a failure set which has the same traces as CHAOS but can refuse only 
the actions P can refuse. 
These problems seem to suggest that, though appealing, either it is 
inappropriate to model divergent processes as those with the maximum of 
nondeterminism or more care is needed when modelling their interactions 
with other processes. In part II we will present a way to overcome these 
difficulties by slightly changing the semantic domain. 
4. THE COMPLETENESS THEOREM 
This section is entirely dedicated to proving that the set of axioms in 
Table I completely characterizes the preorder %. The proof rests heavily 
on the existence of normal forms for processes. 
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If I_ is a set of sets let A(I_)= {ala~L for some L~£}.  1_ is said to be 
saturated if for every K__A(£),  K~_L for some Le l_  implies Ksl_.  For 
example { { a }, { a, b } } is saturated whereas 1_ 1 = { { a }, { b } } is not  because 
3K 1 such that K1 ~A(I_ I )  and Kl~_{a} but K1 ~ 1-1. 
Saturated sets are used in the following definition of normal  form. 
Through the rest of the section we use "E_" to denote the least TCSP-  
precongruence generated by the axioms A. The related congruence is 
denoted by . . . .  =. 
DErINmON 4.1. P is in normal form if it is of the form 
[I {Y, {a~ P(a)[a6L} [L~ ~}[ [ ]CHAOS]  
where 
I_ is a nonempty saturated set; 
--P(a) are in normal form; 
[ [] CHAOS]  denotes that CHAOS is an optional summand and if 
CHAOS is a summand then for all aeA(l_) we have that P(a) is CHAOS.  
Some examples will clarify this definition. In the examples, a --+ Stop will 
be denoted by a for simplicity: 
1. a ~ (b [] c ) [ ]  CHAOS is not in normal  form because P(a) is dif- 
ferent from CHAOS 
2. (al ~b) m (a2~c)is not in normal form because {(al} , {a2} } is 
not saturated, i.e., there is no subterm corresponding to the set {al, a2}, 
the corresponding normal  form is al ~ b r7 a 2 --* c m (a 1 --+ b [] a 2 --~ c). 
3. a~b m (a~c[]d~b) is not in normal form because we have 
that for every action a there is at most one P such that a ~ P is a sum- 
mand of a normal form. The corresponding normal  form is: a ~ (bm c) n 
(a~(b m c)[]d~b). 
4. Stop and Stop [] CHAOS are in normal  form. 
It is possible to prove that every process can be reduced to an equivalent 
one which is in normal form by only using axioms from A. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. For every Pc TCSP there xists a normal form nf(P) 
such that P = nf(P). 
Proof See Appendix 2. | 
We will use normal forms to prove the completeness theorem. First we 
define orderings on them. 
DEFIMTION 4.3. If n and m are normal  forms and 
n=l-[ {Z {a~n(a)la~U}[N~{(n)}[[]CHAOS] 
m=l~ {Z {b ~m(b)[b~M}[ME l_(m)} [ [ ]CHAOS]  
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then n < m if 
1. for all Me  E(m) there exists N~ E(n) such that M~_N 
2. if CHAOS is not a summand of n then it is not a summand of m 
and E(n)~ E(m). 
This preorder is able to compare normal forms at the topmost level only. 
We define now a new one, <, which extends < recursively to compare 
normal forms at all levels. 
if 
DEFINITION 4.4. If n and m are as in the previous definition then n < m 
1. n<m and 
2. n(a) < m(a) whenever both are defined. 
LEMMA 4.5. I f  m and n are normal forms and CHAOS is not a summand 
of n then n ~ m implies Init(n)~_Init(m). 
Proof Suppose there exists a ~ A such that a ~ Init(m) and a ~ Init(n). 
Then we have (a, { } ) 6 Em~ and (a, { } ) ~ En~ which contradicts En~ - 
[~m]]. I 
LEMMA 4.6. I f  n and m are normal forms then n ~ m implies n < m. 
Proof We have to prove that n and m satisfy conditions 1 and 2 of 
Definition 4.3: 
1. Suppose there exists M0e k(m) such that for all N~ ~(n) there 
exists a E N such that a ~ M o. If we choose X= {a[a ~ Mo and a ~ A(E(n))} 
we have that (~, X)  ~ ~m~ while (e, X)  ~ End, which contradicts ~n~ ~_ 
Em]. 
2. We have to prove that if CHAOS is not a summand of n then 
(a) CHAOS is not a summand of m, and 
(b) E(n)~_ B_(m). 
(a) Suppose CHAOS is a summand of m, then VaEA such that 
a¢ Init(n) we have (a, { }) ~ Em~ while (a, { }) ~ [n~. 
(b) From Lemma4.5 we have A(E(n))~_A(k(m)). Moreover k(n) is 
saturated so in order to prove the claim it is sufficient to show that 
Me k(m) implies that there exists N~ k(n) such that M~_N. The proof is 
now similar to the one for case 1. I 
LEMMA 4.7. I f  n and m are normal forms then n ~ m implies 
n(a) ~ m(a) whenever both exist. 
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Proof If CHAOS is a summand of n then n(a)=CHAOS and the 
claim is verified by C1. If CHAOS is not a summand of n we prove that for 
all a~Init(m) (s, V) E ~m(a)~ implies (s, V) ~ ~n(a)~, note that n(a) 
always exists because of Lemma 4.5. We have that (s, V) ~ ~m(a)~ implies 
(as, V )~m~ by definition; this in turn implies (as, V )~n~ by 
hypothesis. Since if n is in normal form there exists a unique n(a) such that 
a ~ n(a) is a summand of n, we have that (s, V) ~ In(a)~. | 
LEMMA 4.8. I f  n and m are normal forms then n % m implies n ~ m. 
Proof From the previous lemma we can assume n(a) % m(a) whenever 
both are defined. By induction we have n(a) ~ m(a); the result then follows 
from Lemma 4.6. | 
LEMMA 4.9. I f  n and m are normal forms then n ~ m implies n E_ m. 
Proof By induction we may assume that n(a) E_ m(a) whenever both 
are defined. We have to distinguish two cases: 
1. CHAOS is a summand of n. Let ~= {VI V~[(n) and not 
3M~ [(m) such that V_ M}. Using axioms E2, E3, I2, and I3 many times, 
m can be rearranged in such a way that we have, for some 
M 2 E FPO W(A([(m))): 
m=l- ]  {(Z {a-~m(a)[a~M1})[] (Z {b~m(b)[ 
b~M2})[MIe [ (n ) -  ~}[- [] CHAOS] 
~ ] - I{ (~{a~m(a) [aEM~})[ ]CHAOS[M~[(n) -~}[ [ ]  CHAOS] 
by C1, 
~_ YI {(Y~ {a~n(a)[a6M1})]MI6 [ (n ) -  ~} 
nI~{(Z{b---~n(b)[b6K})[K6 ~) [  [] CHAOS] 
since m(a) n__ n(a) by induction and by I4, 
= IF[ {(Z {a ~ n(a)[ a ~ N})[ N~ [(n)} [] CHAOS by I2, I3 
~n.  
2. CHAOS is not a summand of n. In this case we have that CHAOS 
is not a summand of m as well and by Lemma 4.6 and I1, I2 we have 
n =[ I  {Y. {a~n(a)[aeL}) ILE [(m)} 
n l-I {(Y, {b ~ n(b)[ b ~ K})[ KE [(n) - [(rn) } 
E [ I  {(Y. {a~m(a)[aeL})[Le[ (m)} 
nl- I  {(Y~ {b~n(b) [beK}) [Ke[ (n ) - [ (m)}  
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because n(a) E_ m(a) by induction, 
~_ [I {(Y, {a~m(a)[a~L})lLel_(m)} byI4, 
=m.  | 
We are now ready to state the main theorems. 
THEOREM 4.10. For every P, Q ~ TCSP, P ~ Q implies P ~ Q. 
Proof It follows directly from the existence of normal forms for P and 
Q (Proposition 4.2) and from Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9. | 
THEOREM 4.11. r- is the least precongruence on TCSP generated by the 
axioms A. 
Proof Follows from the fact that r- is a precongruence 
(Proposition 2.4), the set of axioms A is sound ~Proposition 3.1) and from 
Theorem 4.10. I 
5. BOUNDED REFUSAL SETS: A NEW DOMAIN FOR PROCESSES 
In the previous ections we have shown that the precongruence induced 
on the language for a theory of CSP by a particular denotational semantics 
can be characterised algebraically. A set of algebraic laws describing the 
behaviour of processes has been introduced and proved consistent and 
complete with respect o the denotational precongruence. 
The algebraic haracterization has shed light on difficulties the chosen 
semantics for TCSP has in capturing the operational intuition of the 
interactions between completely specified processes and CHAOS (the fully 
undefined one). Particular examples have been discussed at the end of Sec- 
tion 3. Also we have seen how problems connected with these difficulties 
prevented the axiomatization of the operator ill (interleaving) and the 
extension of the axiom system to infinite, recursively defined processes. 
In this section we impose an additional condition on the domain of 
refusal sets; we get a new domain for processes which enforces new con- 
straints on the semantics equations and obliges us to give a new semantics 
to I[, [],  and I[I. The new domain enjoys important algebraic properties 
which allow to extend the axiomatic haracterization to infinite processes. 
5.1. 
Many of the above-mentioned problems seem to be caused by refusal 
sets with traces having an infinite number of successors. If we are interested 
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in processes which exhibit only bounded nondeterminism we may take a 
more consistent approach with respect o "unbounded" refusal sets. 
We assume that any process P which can perform a sequence of actions t 
with an infinite number of possible next actions may use all its time 
deciding the next move. Given this assumption the behaviour of P after it 
has performed the trace t may be considered identical to the behaviour of a 
process which may perform an infinite number of internal actions (e.g. 
(rec x. a~x) /a )  and so refuse any action proposed by the external 
environment. 
Indeed the denotation for (rec x. a ~ x)/a) chosen in Hoare, Brookes, 
and Roscoe (1984) is the same as the one for CHAOS. We impose a con- 
straint on refusal sets which forces the denotation of processes or sub- 
processes with an infinite number of initial moves to coincide with the one 
for CHAOS. 
The refusal set domain ordered by the superset relation (£, _~) as 
described in Section 2 is a subset of POW(A* x POW(A)) such that any of 
its elements atisfies conditions 1-5 of Section 2. To define the new domain 
of bounded refusal sets we impose an additional condition. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Let f3 be a subset of I z such that every F~ ~ satisfies 
the following condition: 
6. If {a[ (sa, { })eF}  is infinite then {(st, X ) l teA* ,Xc_A}c_F .  
In the next section we will use ~ to give the semantics of an extended 
version of TCSP. We need first to prove that B ordered by reverse 
inclusion enjoys particular topological properties (continuity, algebraicity, 
etc.). We do it by stressing the similarities between sets of refusals 
(downward closed set of finite sets) and the sets of their maximals. 
5.2. 
We first prove some general properties of downward closed sets of finite 
sets which will be useful in the rest of the paper. Let ~ be a set of sets. 
DEFINITION 5.2. ~ is downward closed if X~ ~ and yc_X  implies 
Yc~.  
DEFINITION 5.3. An element X of ~ is said to be maximal if Ye E and 
Y~_ X implies Y = X. 
DEFINITION 5.4. ~ is a chain if X, Y ~ ~ implies X_~ Y or Y_~ X. 
Given any downward closed set of finite sets ordered by inclusion we can 
define a set of maximals which uniquely determines it. We need two 
functions on downward closed sets and one relation on sets of maximals: 
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DEFINITION 5.5. 
--Completion (~i) = {XI X= U {xg [i e I and {Xi[i e I} is a chain of 
elements of ~ } 
- -Maximals(E) = {M] Me ~ and M is a maximal} 
- - I f  M ~ and M 2 are two sets of maximals then M ~ = ~A z if and only if 
for all M 1 e M ~ there exists M2 e M 2 such that M~ c__ M2 
Given any downward closed set ~. Completion(~;) adds to it all the limit 
points of its chains. On the other hand side Maximals(E) removes from 
all the sets N which are not maximals, i.e., such that there exists M e ~; 
such that M~_N. 
We are now ready to prove that any downward closed set of finite sets is 
completely determined by the set of its maximals and moreover the 
inclusion relation is completely determined by =. In the next lemma and 
through the rest of the paper FPOW(A) will be used to denote the set of 
finite subsets of A, the set of elementary actions. 
LEMMA 5.6. 
then 
If ~1 and N2 are downward closed sets of finite sets and 
Mg= Maximals (Completion(~;i)) with i=  1, 2; 
NI = {XIXeFPOW(M)  for some Me M1} 
~'~1 ~- ~1 
~'~1 ~__. ~2 i fand onlyif M1 E M2. 
Proof 1. We will prove that ~;lc_N1 and vice versa: 
(a) If Xe  N then certainly there exists a chain of elements of ~; 
whose limit is X; this, by the Zorn lemma, implies that there exists a 
maximal M~_X, i.e., we have that there exists MeM1 such that 
Xe FPOW(M). 
(b) i fXe  N1 then there exists a chain of elements of ~ ,  {Sil i~>0} 
whose limit L is bigger than X. Since X is finite we have that there exists 
n >~ 0 such that Sn is an element of the chain whose limit is L and Xc  Sn; 
the latter together with the fact that ~1 is downward closed implies Xe  ~;~. 
2. We prove first ~;1 g; ~;2 implies M I ~ M 2 and then that N1 - ~2 
implies M1 r- M2. 
(a) Suppose there exists a set X such that Xek ;  1 and X~ ~2. 
From the proof in part l(a) we know there exists M~X such that Me M~. 
Moreover since ~2 is downward closed J(d ~'~2 implies that for all finite 
Y~X we have that Y~ ~2; by reasonings imilar to the ones in part l(b) 
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we can deduce that for all (finite or infinite) Y~_X we have 
Y~ Completion(K z). This together with the existence of Me M1 which is 
larger than X implies there exists M1 e M~ such that for no M2 e M2 we 
have M1 __% M2; i.e., M 1 r/- M 2. 
(b) By definition we have that ~1_c ~2 implies Complet ion(~)_  
Completion(N2) and this, in turn, by simple reasoning, implies 
This lemma offers the possibility of describing any refusals set in terms of 
the set of its traces and the sets of maximals of its refusals and to charac- 
terize the ordering between two refusals sets in terms of the relation 
between the sets of their maximals. This is expressed in the next charac- 
terization theorem. Note that this theorem holds for general refusal sets 
since we never used condition 6 in the proof of Lemma 5.6. 
THEOREM 5.7. Every refusal set F is uniquely determined by: 
Traces(F) - -  the nonempty set of its traces; and 
N(s, F) - -  the set of the maximals of the refusals associated with every 
trace. 
Moreover given two refusal sets F 1 and F2 we have that F1 c_ F2 if and only if 
1. Traces(F1) ___ Traces(F2) and 
2. For all s e Traces(F1) R(s, FI) r- ~(s, F2). 
Proof Follows directly from Lemma 5.6. | 
5.3. 
We will now use Theorem 5.7 to prove that the domain of bounded 
refusal sets enjoys important inductive properties. We need some additional 
definitions: 
DEFINITION 5.8. I f  F is an element of B, we have: 
Traces(F) = {s [ (s, { } ) e F} 
Succ(s, F) = {a ] (sa, { } ) e F} 
Refusals(s, F) = {X] (s, X )  e F} 
FT s (read F diverges on s) iff{ (st, X ) [ t  e A*, Xc_ A } c_ F 
F+s (read F converges on s) iff not(F'rs )
N(s, F) = Maximal (Completion (Refusals (s, F))). 
DEFINITION 5.9. A subset B of any set A is said to be cofinite with 
respect o A if and only if A -- B is finite. 
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PROPOSITION 5.10. I f  FeB  then for any s~Traces(F) we have that 
Refusals(s, F) is a nonempty downward closed set of finite subsets of A (the 
set of elementary actions). 
Proof. Follows directly from conditions 1, 2, and 4 of Section 2. | 
PROPOSITION 5.11. I f  FeB  and seTraces(F) then N(s, F) is a finite set 
of cofinite subsets of A. 
Proof. We have to distinguish two cases: (i) F'~s and (ii) FJ, s. 
In case (i) we have that N(s, F) -- {A } by condition 6. 
In case (ii) because of condition 5 of Section 2 we have that 
XeRefusals(s,F) and Y finite and Y~_A-Succ(s,F) implies XwYe 
Refusals(s, F), i.e., 
Xe Refusals(s, F) implies{Xu YI Ye FPOW(A-Succ(s, F)} ___ Refusals(s, F) 
and this implies that for all R e N(s, F) we have A-Succ(s, F) _ R ~_ A. Since 
FSs, by condition 6 we have that Succ(s, F) is finite and this in turn 
implies that every single R e N(s, F) is cofinite w.r.t. A and that N(s, F) is 
finite. | 
We are now ready to prove the main theorem of the section. In the 
remainder of the paper, for the sake of brevity, we assume that the reader is 
familiar with various notions used in algebraic semantics: complete partial 
order (cpo), Z-cpo, algebraicity, ideal completion, etc. Details may be 
found in Nivat (1975), Courcelle and Nivat (1976), Goguen et al. (1977), 
and Guessarian (1981 ). 
THEOREM 5.12. 1. (B, ~_) is a complete partial order; 
2. (B, ___ ) is an algebraic omplete partial order whose finite elements 
are all the bounded refusal sets with a finite set of nondiverging traces. 
Proof. 1. CHAOS is the least element. The relation ___ is transitive, 
reflexive, and antisymmetric. We are left to prove that every directed set 
has a least upper bound which belongs to •. Let D be a directed set of 
bounded refusal sets; we can define a new refusal set F by defining a set of 
traces and by associating to every trace a set of refusals as follows: 
(i) Traces(F) = A {Traces(d)l de D} 
(ii) s e Traces(F) implies Refusals(s, F) = 0 {Refusals(s, d)[ de D}. 
Since condition 6 implies that either the set of successors of any trace is 
finite or it is equal to A we have that 
For all s e Traces(F) there exists d e D such that Succ(s, F) = Succ(s, d). (,) 
Moreover since Theorem5.7 and Proposition5.11 imply that for any 
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s e Traces(F), Refusals(s, F) can be uniquely determined by a finite set of 
cofinite sets of elementary actions we have that for any s e Traces(F). 
For all but a finite number of de D Refusals(s, F) = Refusals(s, d).(**) 
Conditions (,) and (**) are sufficient o conclude that the refusal set F, 
determined by (i) and (ii), is indeed an element of B and the 1. u. b. of D. 
2. Let FIN denote the largest subset of [B such that fe  FIN implies 
{s] s e Traces(f) andf+ s) is finite; let D be a direct set of bounded refusal 
sets. To prove that B is algebraic we will prove that fe  FIN and f _  0D 
implies there exists deD such that f~_d (i.e., that FIN is a set of finite 
elements) and moreover that any Fe  B can be expressed as the limit of a 
directed subset of FIN (i.e., that FIN is the base of ~). 
(a) Because of the representation theorem to prove the claim it is 
enough to show that there exists de D such that for every s e Traces(f) we 
have Succ(s, f)~_Succ(s, d) and ~(s , f )m ~(s, d). We have to distinguish 
two cases ( i ) fTs  and (ii) f,~s. 
In case (i) we have Succ(s, f )=A and R(s , f )= {A}, i.e., Succ(s,f)_ 
Succ(s, d) and N(s,f) m N(s, d) for every deD. Note that for every refusals 
set F, if s ~ Traces(F) then Succ(s, F) = N(s, F) = { }. 
In case (ii), from (.) and (**) in the first part of the proof we have that 
F= 0D and seTraces(F) implies there exists deD such that Succ(s, F )= 
Succ(s, d) and Refusals(s, F )= Refusals(s, d). Because of this we have that 
f=F  implies that for every seTraces(f)  there exists dseD such that 
Succ(s,f)~_Succ(s, d,) and N(s,f) m N(s, ds). Since the set of sequences s 
such that f converges on s (fJ, s) is finite and D is directed we have 
e = O(d~Js e Traces(f), f,~ s} implies e e D. The definition of e and the fact 
that, by case(i), f~" s implies Succ(s, f )  ~ Succ(s, e) and R(s, f)_~ ~(s, e) suf- 
fice to conclude that f~_ e. 
(b) We are left to prove that FIN is a base for B, i.e., that for 
every Fe  [B there exists D ___ FIN such that F is the least upper bound of D. 
Given any Fe  B we can define a chain of bounded refusal sets as follows: 
Let 
F ~ = { (s, X)] (s, X) e Fand length(s) < n } 
{ (st, X)] (s, e) e F, length(s) = n, t e A* and Xe FPOW(A) }. 
it is easy to check that F 'e  FIN for every n ~ N and that F is the least 
upper bound of the chain F °_~ F 1 ~ F 2_~ .-- ~_ F ~ ~_ --- | 
In Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984) it is proved that (0-, ___ ) is a com- 
plete partial order as well, but nothing is stated about its algebraicity. 
Anyway it can be easily shown that the finite elements of (D z, ~_ ) are all 
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such that, in case A is infinite, all their traces have an infinite (cofinite) 
number of successors (the proof is omitted since it is unessential to the 
economy of this work). The main reason for this result is the fact that there 
is an infinite chain of refusal sets with traces with an infinite number of suc- 
cessors between CHAOS and every refusal set with traces with a finite 
number of successors. 
This property of the domain of refusal sets stresses the differences 
between bounded refusal sets and general refusal sets, the next theorem 
emphasizes their similarities. It will be useful for deriving results about B 
from known results about I:. 
THEOREM 5.13. (B, D_ ) is a sub-cpo of(Y, ~_ ), i.e., the elements of B are 
a subset of the elements of ~-, the orderings are compatible and the limits in Y- 
of directed subsets of ~3 are preserved by (B, ~_ ). 
Proof The claim follows since B is obtained by imposing an additional 
constraint on elements of U z and the orderings on B and U z are the same. | 
6. A NEW SEMANTICS FOR A THEORY OF CSP BASED ON BOUNDED 
REFUSAL SETS 
6.1. 
We are now ready to use B as semantic domain for TCSP. We consider 
an extended version of the language analysed in part I: the new version 
includes the interleaving operator and recursively defined processes. The 
language is essentially a set of recursively defined terms over a set of 
operators. Let A be a nonempty set of unary operators (the elementary 
actions) ranged over by a, b, c,...; let x a set of variables ranged over by x, 
y,...; and if Z '  denotes {CHAOS, Stop, a--,, /a, 11, n ,  [] } (the set of 
operators used in Section 2) let N = S' w { III }. 
The set of extended TCSP processes ranged over by T, U, V, .... and 
denoted by RECx is defined by the following BNF-like schema: 
T:= x[ Stop[ CHAOSIa ~ TI r l  rn T2 [ T1 [] T2 [ T/a[ T 1 II T21 T1 Ill T21 recx. r. 
We have the usual notions connected with this syntax. The operator 
rec x. - binds occurrences of x in the subterm T of rec x. T. Free and bound 
variables are defined in the usual way. If a term does not contain any free 
variable then it is closed: CRECz is used to denote the set of closed terms. 
A term is finite if it does not contain any occurrence of a subterm of the 
form rec x. T; FRECz is used to denote the set of finite terms. A Sub- 
stitution is a mapping from X to RECz. We use p to range over sub- 
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stitutions, p is a closed substitution i fp(x) is closed for every x in X. We let 
Tp denote the result of substituting p(x) for every free occurrence of x in T. 
Moreover in the sequel Tt [] T2[] "'" [] T, and T 1 n T 2 ~ ... n T, will 
be abbreviated as in Section 2. The precedence of the operators is given by: 
/a>a~ >[[>[ l [>r~>[] .  : 
6.2. 
'If D is any Z-cpo and ENVo is a set of mappings from X to D we can 
use them to give the denotational semantics of our language in a standard 
way. We let e to range over ENVo and if deD we let e[d/y] denote the 
environment which coincides with e except at y where it is d. 
DEFINITION 6.l. ' Let ~ VD: RECz ~ (ENVD -~ D), then 
1. ~o Wx'~ e = e(x) 
2. ~o ~-op(tl ..... tk)~e=opD(UDEtl~ e,..., ~D[tk~ e) for all opeXk 
3. VD Wrec x. T Ie  =fix 2d. ~D ~T~ e[d/x] where f ix represents the 
least fixed point operator. 
So for every Z-cpo D we obtain a denotational semantics Uo. In Sec- 
tion 5.3 we have proved that B is indeed a complete partial order, in this 
section we will define some continuous operations on bounded refusals ets 
which we will then use to give a new denotational semantics to our 
language using the standard approach of the definition above. 
we will first give a class of continuous operations on I: and then derive 
the operations on B by modifying them. This will enable us to use results 
from Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984) to prove the continuity of the 
new operators. 
Almost all the operations over D: we are going to introduce can be 
inferred easily from the semantic equations of Section 2; the only exception 
is ]1[ ~ which has not been defined in Section 2; its definition can be easily 
derived from the corresponding one of Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984). 
Below we present the relevant operations on refusals sets. In the 
definitions /a will denote the string formed from s by removing all the 
occurrences of a, and merge will denote the function 
merge(e, ~) = e 
merge(as, bt) = a merge(s, bt) w b merge(as, t) 
StopF = { (e, V) f Ve FPOW(A)} 
CHAOSe = ( (s, V)]s ~ A* and Ve FPOW(A) ) 
a~ ~F= {(~, V)] VeFPOW(A-{a})} w {(as, W)] (s, W)  e r}  
ra [] ~F2= {(e, V)[ (e, V) eF1 ~F2} w {(s, W)]seA + 
and (s, W)  eF lwF2} 
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F1 m F Fz= F1u F2 
F/Fa= { (s/a, V) l(s,  Vw {a}) ~F} 
w { (st, V)[ t E A*, XE FPOW(A) and for all n >10 sa n e Traces(F)} 
F1]]~F2= {(s, Vu W)[ (s ,  V) ~F1 and (s, W) EF2} 
F1L[] ~F2 = {(s, V)]s=merge(sx, s2), (Sl, V) eE l  and (s2, V) 6F2} 
We are now ready to define the operations on B corresponding to the 
various operators of the language for a theory of CSP. In the rest of the 
paper we will let S v denote {StOpD, CHAOSD, a ~D, [30, m o,/oa, [ID, 
[[[D) with D= U z or B. 
DEEINITION 6.2. Let STRICT(op~(xf,..., xk) = opF(x~,..., x~) u 
U~{(st, V ) [ teA* ,VeFPOW(A) ,x i t s  for l<~i<<.k} then for every 
opv e S~ we have a corresponding opB as follows: 
opt(x1 ..... xk) -- STRICT(op~(x~,..., xk)). 
We need to prove that the various op3's are continuous functions over 
B. Since B is a subdomain of iF it is sufficient o prove that the various 
opB's are continuous functions over U: and that if all their arguments are 
elements of B so is their result. 
LEMMA 6.3. I f  f is a function from I :k to t: defined as follows: 
f(xl , . . . ,xk)=Us{ (st, V}ItEA*,  V~FPOW(A),xiT sfor l <~i<~k} then f 
is continuous. 
Proof It is sufficient o prove that f is continuous with respect o the 
single xi's. If we let CHAOSs denote {(st, V}I teA*,  VeFPOW(A)} it is 
sufficient o prove that g(x) = Us { CHAOS s I Xj T s for j # i and 1 ~< i ~< k } w 
Us{CHAOSsIxTs} for a fixed i and for fixed Xj. 
Since the first member of the union u is a constant and, moreover, ~is a 
continuous function over 0: (see Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984)) we 
need only to prove that h(x)= Us{CHAOSsl x ts} is continuous. 
We have to prove N,Us{CHAOSslx"Ts} =Us{CHAOSsl(N,x")Ts}.  
We need first of all to prove N, Us { CHAOSs [ x" T s } = 
UsNn{CHAOSslx"ts}. 
We will prove that lhs~rhs and vice versa. The first inclusion follows 
purely by set theoretical reasonings. To prove that rhs_lhs suppose that 
the inclusion does not hold, i.e., that there exists (t, V) such that 
(a) (t, V )~N,U,{CHAOS~ I x"Ts}, and 
(b) (t, v )~U,N,{CHAOS~ I x"ts}.  
We have that (a) implies that for all n/> 0 there exists a trace s such that 
t = su, for some string u, and x" T s and so we have that for all n >~ 0x" t t by 
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condition 6. On the other hand side (b) implies that for all s such that 
t = su, for some string u, there exists n ~> 0 such that xn+ s and we have that 
there exists n/> 0 such that x n ~, t. In conclusion we have that (a) implies Vn. 
xn'[ t while (b) implies 3n. xn$ t which is a contradiction. 
We are left to prove Us(]n{CHAOSsIxnTs}=Us{CHAOS~[ 
((]nx n) 1' s}, this follows directly from the fact that (0nx ") T s if and only if 
for all n >>, O x~ T s. | 
LEMMA 6.4. I f  x ieB for l<,i<,k then opB(xi ..... Xk)eB for every 
opB e S~. 
Proof It is very easy to verify by structural induction and by induction 
on the lenght of s that op~(x~,..., xk) has a trace s with an infinite number of 
successors if and only if x~ T s for some 1 ~< i ~< k. This and the fact that x~ T s 
implies opB__o_{(st, V>[teA*, VeFPOW(A)} are sufficient o prove the 
claim. | 
THEOREM 6.5. Let opa be any operation from -rB, then opa is con- 
tinuous over B. 
Proof From Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984) we know that all 
opF e Z'~ are continuous over F, and that U is continuous over Y as well. 
This together with Lemma 6.3 implies that every opB is continuous over ~:. 
Lemma 6.4 and Theorem 5.13 imply that they are continuous over B as 
well. II 
Part 1 of Theorem 5.12 and Theorem 6.5 guarantee that ~ together with 
Sa is a S-cpo and allow us to use it as a semantic domain for the language 
for a theory of CSP. The actual semantic function can be obtained by 
simply substituting D with B in Definition 6.1. For the sake of clarity all 
the semantic equations for the extended version of TCSP are presented in 
Table III. The new semantic equations are very similar to the ones of Sec- 
tion 2; the only complication arises from the presence of a new parameter 
for the semantic function, the environment (in Section 2 we have con- 
sidered only closed terms), and from the different way divergence is han- 
dled. 
7. AN AXIOM SYSTEM FOR FINITE AND INFINITE PROCESSES 
7.1. 
The denotational semantics of Table III induces a new preorder on 
RECz : 
T 1 ~ 'T  2 if and only if for all eeENV~TI~e~_~Tz~e.  
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~: RECx --* (ENV ~ B): 
~[x~e = e(x) 
~¢[[Stop~e = { (e, V)[ Ve FPOW(A)} 
~CHAOS~e = { (s, V)I s e A* and Ve FPOW(A) } 
~[a--* T~e= {(e, V)[ Ve FPOW(A - {a})} 
{(as, W}l(s, W) 6 ~T~e} 
~[-T[5 U~e = { (e, V)[ (e, V) ~ :~[VT~e c~ ~U~e} 
{(s, W)[s~ A + and (s, W} ~[T~eu~U~e} 
~3 {{st, V)[t6A*, XE FPOW(A) 
and (gET, e) T s or (~WU~e) T s} 
~[Tm U~e = ~T~e u :~[U3e 
~TI I  U~e = { (s, Vu W}[ (s, V} ~ ~T~e and (s, W} ~ ~U~ e} 
{(st, V}[t~A*,X~FPOW(A) 
and (g[P~e)~ s or (~U~e) Ts} 
.~T/a]e= {(s/a, V}[ (s, Vu {a}) ~T~e} 
{{st, V}[t ~ A*, X~ FPOW(A) 
and ((~[T~e)tsorVn(sa% { })e~[T~e)} 
g~T]l[ U~e= {(s, V}[s=merge(s~,s2), (s~, V)~g[T~e 
and (s~, V}~U~e} 
u {(st, V}It6A*, X6 FPOW(A) 
and ((~[T~e)]'s or(~U~e)]'s)} 
:~rec x. T~e = fix 2d. g[T~e[d/x] 
Note: ENV denotes a function from X to B, and e ranges over ENV. 
As for r- defined in Section 2, and for the same reasons we have 
PROPOSITION 7.1. %' is preserved by all the operators in X. | 
Similarly to ~ the new precongruence %', can be characterized in terms 
of a set of equations over X. In fact, the set of axioms A' of Table IV 
characterize completely %' when restricted to closed finite terms 
(CFRECz).  Since the operations on B and F coincide when restricted to 
fully specified refusals sets, we have that the two axioms systems A and A'  
are very similar. In fact, apart from the axioms for Ill ( INT 1 INT4)  which 
were not given in A, A' has only two additional axioms (E5 and PC2) 
which enforce stricteness o fDand II and solve the problems discussed at 
the end of Section 3. 
The rest of the section is dedicated to prove that A' is sound and com- 
plete with respect o : - ' .  All the proofs rely on the ones given in Section 4 
for A and % and follow the same patterns; most of them will be only 
sketched. 
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TABLE IV 
The New Axiom System 
Undefined 
C1 CHAOSEX 
External Choice 
E1 X[2X=X 
E2 X[] Y= Y[] X 
E3 XO(Y[ ]Z)=(XO Y)OZ 
E4 XOStop=X 
E5 X [] CHAOS = CHAOS 
Internal Choice 
I1 XnX=X 
I2 Xn Y= YnX 
I3 Xn  (Y r~Z)= (Xn  Y)nZ 
I4 Xn YEX 
Distributive Laws 
D1 Xn(Y[ ]Z)=(XmY)~(XnZ)  
D2 XE3(YnZ)=(XO Y)rq(XOZ) 
D3 (a~X)rq(a~ Y)=a~(XmY)  
D4 (a~X) [Z(a~ Y)=a~(XmY)  
Hiding 
H1 
H2 
H3 
H4 
H5 
Stop/a = Stop 
CHAOS/a = CHAOS 
(Xn Y)/a= X/an Y/a 
(a ~ XD Y)/a = X/am (XO Y)/a 
~.{ (bi --* Xi)/a] i ~ I } = 5~ { bi ~ Xi/aj i e I} if Vibi~ a 
If P = 27 { a~ ~ Pi [ i e I} and Q = Z { bj ---, Qj] j e J} then; 
Parallel Composition 
PC1 Pl lQ=Z{ak~(PkHQh)lak=bhandkel,  h J} 
PC2 xII CHAOS = CHAOS 
PC3 Xlr Y= YIrX 
PC4 (XnY) I IZ=(XI IZ)n(YI IZ)  
Interleaving 
INT1 PIIIQ=Z{a,-,(eilllO)liel}OY{bj~(elllas)ljEJ} 
INT2 X HI CHAOS = CHAOS 
INT3 XIIIY = YH[X 
INT4 (Xn Y)]IIZ=(XIIIZ)n(YIIIZ) 
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PROPOSITION 7.2. The set of axiom A' is sound for %', i.e., if P, 
Q e CFREC r and P E Q is an axiom from Table IV then P %' Q. 
Proof. From Definition 6.2 we have that op~ and opB coincide in case 
for every 1 ~< i ~< k, for every s ~ Traces(xi) we have xi ~, s. Moreover we have 
that all the equations of Table I are such that their left-hand side diverges 
on a particular trace s if and only if their right-hand side diverges on s as 
well. These two facts are sufficient to conclude that all the axioms for r-- 
r~a 
are valid axioms for %' as well. We are left to prove only E5, PC4, and 
INT I - INT4.  For all of them it is a matter of simple calculations to prove 
that the refusal set of the left-hand side and the one of the right-hand side 
coincide. | 
The proof of completeness relies again on the existence of normal forms. 
DEVINITION 7.3. If P is in FRECz then P is in strong normal form if it is 
of the form: 
I I{X{a~P(a) la~L} lL~ Q_}[- [ ]CHAOS]  
where 
--n_ is a nonempty saturated set; 
--P(a) are in normal form; 
--[- [] CHAOS]  denotes that CHAOS is an optional summand, and if 
CHAOS is a summand then P = CHAOS. 
Note that in this case the structure of the strong normal forms is simpler 
than the one of the normal forms of Section 4. 
It is possible to prove that every process can be reduced to an equivalent 
one which is in strong normal form by using axioms from A'. 
PROPOSITION 7.4. For every P cCFRECr there exist a strong normal 
form snf such that P = snf(P). 
Proof Using the axioms H1-H5, PC1-PC4, and INT I - INT4  it is 
possible to reduce P to an equivalent term which contains only the 
operators [] ,  n ,  a~ and the constants Stop and CHAOS. Proposition 4.2 
suffices to prove that P can be reduced to normal form. From this and 
from axiom E5 it follows that P can be reduced to strong normal form. | 
Next we prove that % and %' coincide when restricted to strong normal 
forms. 
PROPOSITION 7.5. I f  P and Q are finite closed terms in strong normal 
form then P % Q iff P %' Q. 
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Proof It is possible to prove by structural induction that if P is in 
strong normal form the M~P~ e = ~P~. This suffices to prove the claim. | 
THEOREM 7.6. For every P, Q ~ CFRECz P ~'  Q implies A' ~-- P G Q, 
i.e., P G Q can be derived using only equations from A'. 
Proof The claim follows directly from the existence of strong normal 
forms provably equal to P and Q (Proposition 7.4), from Proposition 7.5 
and from the completeness theorem for A and ~ (Theorem 4.10). | 
THEOREM 7.7. r-' is the least precongruence on CFRECx generated by 
the set of axioms A'. 
Proof See the proof of Theorem 4.11. | 
7.2. 
The last theorem gives a complete characterization f %' when restricted 
to finite closed terms. There are relatively standard methods for extending 
this characterization to arbitrary terms. They rely on the possibility to 
determine the behaviour of infinite terms as the limit of the behaviour of all 
the syntactically finite terms which approximate hem. 
In our case the generalization is possible because the semantic domain 
and the precongruence onsidered enjoy some natural inductive properties, 
in particular both of them are algebraic. 
The rest of the paper is dedicated to the generalization of the axiom 
system to infinite terms; the approach followed is the one proposed in Hen- 
nessy (1983). 
First we define the "syntactically finite" approximants for terms of 
RECs: Let < be the least S-precongruence over RECz- generated by the 
equations: 
C1 
REC1 
Let FIN(T)= {t i t< T, 
CHAOS < X 
T[rec x. T/x] < rec x. T. 
tsFRECx}. If we see a recursively defined 
process T as the result of an infinite unwinding via the rewriting rule 
rec x. T~ T[rec x. T/x] then FIN(T) denotes the set of syntactically finite 
processes which approximate T and whose "leaves" are either Stop or 
CHAOS. 
This set of syntactic approximants has been studied at lenght in 
Nivat(1975), Goguen et al. (1977) and systematically in Guessarian 
(1981). For example, it has been proved that FIN(T) is directed with 
respect to < and that there is a close relationship between syntactic and 
semantic approximants. 
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PROPOSITION 7.8. I f  Te RECz then N[[T~ e = [_J {~[t~ el te FIN(T)}. 
Proof See Guessarian (1981). I 
Together with these general results on finite approximants we can derive 
specific ones for our language. We can prove that there is a close 
relationship between the finite elements of the semantic domain • and the 
set of finite terms FRECz. 
THEOREM 7.9. I f  f is a finite element of ~ then there exists a closed term 
t e FREC r such that f=  ~EtI e. 
Proof Let After(a, f )= {(s, V)l(as, V)e f, aeA} and Sat(E) denote 
the least saturated set containing E, then we can define a function 
9,: IF--, FRECz as follows: 
~( f )  = {H{Za --* ~(after(a,f))la e M}IM e Sat(A - ~(s,f))} 
i f f¢  {(t, V)lseA*,  VeFPOW(A)} 
= CHAOS otherwise, 
where {Za --, P lae { } } denotes Stop. 
~( f )  is clearly an element of FRECz (it is a strong normal form) since 
for any f belonging to B and for any seA* we have that N(s,f) is finite. 
The proof that ~E~(f)~ =f  can be done by induction on the maximum 
length of the traces o f f  which are finite by hypothesis. I 
The previous results are sufficient o show that ~ '  is completely deter- 
mined by its restriction to finite terms. Before comparing the 
precongruence g nerated by the axioms of Table IV and ~ '  we need some 
additional definitions and results from Hennessy (1983) and De Nicola and 
Hennessy (1984). 
DEFINITION 7.10. A S-cpo D is fully abstract with respect o a relation 
R over RECz if for every eeENVo (T, U)eR if and only if ~D~T~e< 
G~U~ e. 
DEFINITION 7.11. A relation R over RECz is substitutive if (T, U)E R 
if and only if (Tp, Up ) for every closed substitution p. 
DEFINITION 7.12. A reflexive, transitive, and substitutive r lation R over 
RECz is algebraic if 
1. T<Uimpl ies  TRU 
2. T R U if and only if Vt e FIN( T) tRU 
3. t R T implies 3t' e FIN(T) such that t R t'. 
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PROPOSITION 7.13. I f  R and R' are algebraic relations then R = R' if and 
only if for all pairs of closed finite terms t, t' we have ( t, t' ) ~ R if and only 
if ( t , t ' )~R' .  
Proof See Hennessy (1983). | 
LEMMA 7.14. r-' is a substitutive r lation. 
Proof We have that T %' U implies Tp %' Up by definition; we are 
left to prove that Tp %' Up, for every closed substitution p, implies 
T ~ '  U. We need to show that Tp ~'  Up implies ~[T I  e___~U~ e for 
every environment e.This proof follows the same pattern of the one of part 
(b) of Theorem 5.1.2 of De Nicola and Hennessy (1984). Theorems 5.8 and 
7.11 which garantee respectively that the semantic domain g is algebraic 
and that every finite element of B is denotable by a term of FRECz, are 
crucial. | 
PROPOSITION 7.15. %' is an algebraic relation. 
Proof %' is reflexive and transitive by definition, the previous lemma 
guarantees that it is substitutive; we are left to prove that it satisfies con- 
ditions(1 )-(3) of Definition 7.2: 
(1) It is very easy to prove that %' satisfies C1 and REC1. Since <is 
the least relation which satisfies them the claim follows. 
(2) The only if part is trivial since teF IN(T)  implies t % T; the if 
part follows from Proposition 7.8. 
(3) From Proposition7.8 we have that ~t l  e~_] ] {~[u~ e[u< T}. 
It is easy to prove that N Wt]] e is a finite element of B, this together with 
the algebraicity of B implies that there exists t '< T such that N~t~ e~ 
~t'~ e, i.e., t %'t ' .  | 
We are now ready to compare the generalizations of =_ and %' to 
infinite processes. Let IA' be the initial S-cpo in the category of Z-cpos 
which satisfy the set of axioms A'. It can be obtained by ordering the set of 
ideals of (RECz, E_) by set inclusion and taking its chain completion. 
Details can be found in Courcelle and Nivat (1976). 
THEOREM 7.16. I A, is fully abstract with respect o%'. 
Proof Let </a, denote the precongruence induced by ~A," By construc- 
tion we have that <1,, satisfies the set of axioms A' and is algebraic. 
Theorem 7.7, Proposition 7.15, and Proposition 7.3 are sufficient o prove 
the claim. II 
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This theorem gives an equational characterization of the congruence 
induced by the semantic function ~. We can give an equational charac- 
terization of the domain used to define ~. It is in fact possible to charac- 
terize the domain of bounded refusal sets together with the operations 
op~'s of Section 6 as the initial cpo generated by a particular set of 
equations. 
By simple but lengthy calculations which apply repeatedly, the 
definitions of the various operations over B it is possible to derive: 
(~, []~) is an idempotent abelian monoid whose unit is StopB; 
- -  (B, ~ B) is an idempotent abelian semigroup; 
CHAOSB is a zero for both n ~ and[]B; 
n ~ and [~ ~ distribute over each other; 
- -  a ~e  distributes over r7 ~; 
- -  ~ satisfies the following axiom schemas 
CHAOSa ~X 
a~BX~b~ Y=a~ BXn~b~ Y. 
This equational characterization is summarized by axioms C1, E1 E5, 
II-I4, and D1 D4 of Table IV. They should be read imagining a B index 
attached to all the operators. If we let A" denote this set of axioms we have 
the following: 
THEOREM 7.17. B is isomorphic to the initial cpo which satisfy all the 
equations in A". 
Proof The proof follows the same lines of a similar one in Hennessy 
(1983) (Section 4). It will be only sketched. Let (F, <) denote the partial 
order determined by the set of equations A" and (F, <)~ denote its ideals 
completion. Let SNF denote the set of strong normal forms determined by 
Definition 7.3 and ,~ denote the ordering on normal form of Definition 7.3. 
From Proposition 7.2 and from Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9 (they still hold when 
considering A' and ~ ') it is possible to derive that (F, < ) is isomorphic to 
(SNF, ,~ ). The fact that to prove Lemma 4.9 we need only a subset of A' 
(the one corresponding to A') is crucial for this proof. 
Now to prove that (F, < )0° is isomorphic to ~3 it is sufficient o prove 
that (SNF, ~)~ is isomorphic to the latter. Since both (SNF, ~ )~ and B 
are algebraic we need only to define an isomorphism pair between their 
finite elements, i.e., a pair of functions 
O : SNF ~ FIN 
: FIN --* SNF 
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such that they are inverses and preserves the relations < and 4.  It is 
relatively easy, but rather lengthy, to verify that two such functions are 
as defined in Table III and ~ as defined in Theorem 7.9. | 
8. DISCUSSION 
Starting with the model of refusal set we have investigated a denotational 
semantics for a theory of communicating sequential processes (TCSP) of 
Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984). We have shown that a natural 
precongruence, the one induced by the denotational semantics, can be 
characterized algebraically. A set of laws describing the behaviour of 
processes has been introduced and proved consistent and complete with 
respect o the denotational precongruence. 
The algebraic haracterization has given a deeper insight into the seman- 
tic model and has evidenced ifficulties in using refusal sets as a semantic 
domain. We have shown that some of the induced equalities do not corre- 
spond to operational intuitions and that it has not been possible to model 
algebraically some primitive operators. The main problems were caused by 
the semantic hosen for the completely unspecified process CHAOS. 
Moreover the structure of the domain of refusal sets does not seem to 
allow any immediate generalization of the axiom system to infinite 
processes. To use standard techniques from algebraic semantics it is 
necessary to have a close correspondence b tween syntactic and semantic 
approximants. It can be proved that, if the set of elementary actions is 
infinite, none of the finite (isolated) elements of the domain of refusal sets 
can be denoted by a term of TCSP. The main reason being that, since 
CHAOS is the bottom element, all the finite (isolated) elements have a 
cofinite number of initial moves while TCSP can express only bounded 
nondeterminism. 
These considerations led us to define a new semantic domain obtained 
by imposing boundedness constraints on refusals sets. The new domain 
enforces new constraints on the semantic equations and forces new 
denotations for processes which contain CHAOS as a subprocess. 
We have used bounded refusal sets to give a new semantics to TCSP. As 
before the new semantic precongruence has been characterized in terms of 
a set of equations. It has been possible to consider the whole language of 
Hoare, Brookes, and Roscoe (1984). Moreover since the new domain is 
algebraic and there is a close relationship between the set of syntactical 
approximants of TCSP terms and the finite (isolated) elements of the 
domain it has been possible to extend the axiomatization to infinite 
processes. 
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This extension allows to define a complete axiomatic proof system for 
processes. The proof system consists of the axioms of Table III, the rules 
which state that E_ is reflexive, transitive, and substitutive, the rule 
T= U~- T E_ U and U ~_ T and a very general form of induction: 
t E_ U fo ra l l teF IN(T)=~T~U.  
Because of the last rule the proof system can not be recursively enumerable; 
recursively enumerably ones can be obtained by replacing the infinitary 
induction rule above by a finitary form of induction (e.g., fixed point induc- 
tion) which is implied by it. 
The domain of bounded refusal sets takes us closer to one (SRT) of the 
three classes of representation trees of De Nicola and Hennessy (1984). 
These are a particular class of trees with labels on both nodes and arcs. 
The labels on the arcs (single actions) carry information about the possible 
sequences of actions a process may perform while the labels on the nodes 
(sets of sets of actions) are used to indicate the possible future after a par- 
ticular sequence of actions. 
We have seen that bounded refusal sets can be uniquely determined by a 
set of traces and a set of functions which associate a refusal to every trace. 
The proof of Theorem 7.9 suggests an isomorphism pair between bounded 
refusals set and a subset of SRT. The main difference is that there exist 
trees in SRT whose root is not labelled while in the case of refusal sets to 
every trace does correspond a refusal. This stems out of the different 
emphasis put on modelling internal behaviour. The argument will be the 
subject of further studies. 
Also the relationships between another class of representation trees (RT) 
and the general model of refusal sets deserves further attention. RT can 
model unbounded nondeterminism via sets of "open" nodes ("closed" 
nodes are used to model bounded terms): refusal sets use only one kind of 
nodes and appear not to have some of the interesting properties of RT. 
DER1 
DER2 
DER3 
APPENDIX 1: PROOF OF DERIVED AXIOMS 
X• CHAOS E CHAOS 
CHAOS r-Xm CHAOS 
(Xm Y)[]X= (X~X) m (XD Y)=Xm (X[~ Y) 
Xm Y= (Xm Y)[] (Xm Y) 
= ((Xm Y) [] X) m ((Xm Y) [] Y) 
= ((X[~ Y) rTX)m((X~ Y)m Y) 
=(XD Y)mXm Ym(X~ Y)m Y 
=Xm Ym (XD Y) 
by 14 
by C1 
by D1 and 
by E1 
by E1 
by D2 
by DER2 
by E3 
by I1, I2. 
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The proof is exactly symmetrical to the one for DER3, i.e., we 
need just to interchange [] and ~. 
Xm(X[] Y)m (X[] YDZ)  
= (X[] (Xn Y))m (X[] Y[]Z) by DER2 
= X~ (X[] Y[] Z)D (Xn Y)n (XD YD Z) byD1 
= XnX~ Xn YD Xm Z[] Xrq YmZ 
[]Xm Ym Y~Xn YmZ 
=X~X[]Xm Y[ ]XmZ~Xm YmZ 
= X~X[]Xm Y[ ]XmZ 
by D1 
by El, I1 
by El, DER4, 
D1 
by D1 =x~(xD rDz)  
The proof is symmetrical to the previous one. 
The proof is too long and tedious to be reported here; it uses 
a~ X~ m (a~)(2 [] Z) = a~ (X1 m )(2) [] (a--* (X1 m X2) m 
(a~)(2 [] Z)) and relies heavily on D1-D4. It has been shown to 
the author by M. Hennessy. 
is proved by induction on the size of I, using D3 as basis. 
X~ YE_Xr7 Ym (X[5 Y)E_X[] Y by DER3 and by 14. 
by C1 
by El, C1 
by D4 
by DER1 
(a~ CHAOS) [] CHAOS ~ (a--+ X) [] CHAOS 
(a~ X) [] CHAOS 
~_ (a~ 2") [] (a-* CHAOS) [] CHAOS 
E_(a~ (X~ CHAOS)) [] CHAOS 
E_(a~ CHAOS) [] CHAOS 
is proved by induction on the size of I, using DER10 as basis. 
is just a particular instance of PC2. 
APPENDIX 2: EXISTENCE OF NORMAL FORMS FOR TCSP PROCESSES 
PROPOSITION A.1. If P is in normal form then 
1. P•CHAOS has a normal form 
2. P[] CHAOS has a normal form. 
Proof. Case 1 is trivial being P m CHAOS = CHAOS = Stop [] CHAOS. 
We are left to prove case 2. 
P [] CHAOS 
=//{ (Z'{a --+ P(a)l a e L} )1Z e l_} [] CHAOS 
=II{(Z{a-,P(a)ta~L})[]CHAOSIL~I_} by D2, El-E3, 
=I I{ (S{a~CHAOS[aeL})DCHAOS[L~_} by DERll, 
=II{(S{a~CHAOSIaEL})[L~I_}[]CHAOS byD2. II 
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PROPOSITION A.2. If P and Q are in normal form then there exists 
R = P m Q and R is in normal form. 
Proof. PmQ=S=H{(S{a~Si [aEL ,  i~I})IL~H_~uI_2}. Smay not 
be in normal form for a number of reasons. We will show that it is possible 
to reduce every S in normal form, whichever the reason: 
1. S is not in normal form because there are pairs a ~ S~, a ~ $2 
which are summands of S and S~ is syntactically different from $2, i.e., S is 
of the form 
S= (a --+ $1 [] S1,) 17 (a ~ $2 [] $2.) m S'. 
We can apply the following transformations: 
S=(a  ~ SI []a ~ S2[] S r )m(a  ~ SI Da ~ S2[] S2,)vqS' 
using DER7 twice, 
= (a ~ (S1 m $2) [] $1,) m (a ~ ($1 m $2) [] $2,) n S' using D4 twice. 
Since by induction on the structure of the normal forms we may assume 
that S imS2 has a normal form, by induction on the number of pairs 
a ~ S~, a ~ $2 we are able to prove that S can be reduced to a normal 
form. 
2. Another reason whyS may not be in normal form is that the set 
l_~ w ~-2, from now on denoted by ~_, is not saturated; i.e., qK, L_  K___ A(H_) 
for some L~_  and S{a~S(a) la~K} is not a summand of S. We can 
prove by induction on K that S = S~ S{a ~ S(a)[ a ~ K}, we will then be 
allowed to add the missing term. K may be written as K 1 w {a0} for some 
a o ~ L, L ~ 11_. We assume that 
S=SmS1 where Sldenotes S{a~S(a) I~K1} 
we have 
S ~-- S i7  S 1 m (S  t [] ao ~ P(ao)) by 11-13, 
=S~Slm(S ' [ ]ao  ~ P(ao) ) 
m ($1 [] S' [] ao ~ P(ao)) by DER3, 
=Sm S1 m (S' [] a o ~ P(ao)) 
n ($1 [] ao ~ P(ao)) by DER6, El, DER3, 
(in fact the theorem used is 
x n (Y[ ]Z)  n (XD r~z)  = xn  (YE2Z) n (X[]Z))  
=Sm(S1Z~ao~P(ao) )  by I1, since S=SmS~m(S 'Dao~P(ao) )  
=Sm(S{a~P(a) la~K~w{ao)})  by E2, E3. 
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3. The last case to consider is when P or Q have CHAOS as a sum- 
mand. We have 
(P [] CHAOS) N Q = (Pm Q) [] (CHAOS m Q) 
= (Pro Q) [] CHAOS 
by D1, I2, 
by DER1, 
and the latter has normal form by the previous cases and Proposition A.1. 
PROPOSITION A.3. If Pi are in normal form then there exists a normal 
form R such that R=H{P~I i t  {1,..., n}}. 
Proof By induction on n. The case n = 1 is immediate. If n = k + 1 then 
we can assume there exists R' such that R' =/ /{  Pi ] i s { 1,..., k } } and R' is 
in normal form. The result now follows from the pevious proposition, since 
R can be expressed as R'mPk+ ~ and both the operands are in normal 
form. In case CHAOS is a summand of some Pi we can apply the techni- 
ques used in proposition A.1 to get a normal form. I 
PROPOSITION A.4. If P and Q are in normal form then there exists a nor- 
mal form R such that R = P [] Q. 
Proof Let S denote P [] Q, 
S=(H{X{a--+ P(a)Ia~L}ILeD_}) 
[] (H{-~{b --+ Q(b)lb ~ K}[KE ~ })[ [] CHAOS] 
=H{(X{a--+ P(a)[a~L}) 
[] (//{k~{b --+ Q(b)l b~K}IK~ H})I L~ l_}[ [] CHAOS] 
_-//{//{~7{a --+ P(a)Ia ~ L}) 
[] ({S{b --+ Q(b)lbeK})lKe ~}[Le  £}[ •CHAOS] .  
(All the transformations can be obtained by repeated use of the dis- 
tributivity axioms.) 
We can now find a normal form R1 for ~{a--+P(a)[a~L} []Y~{b--+ 
Q(b)[ b~K} applying transformations similar to the ones used in parts 1 
and 3 of Proposition A.2. By Proposition A.3 applied twice and by 
Proposition A.1 we can transform S into a normal form R. | 
PROPOSITION A.5. If Pi are in normal form then there exists a normal 
form R such that R=~{PiI i~ {1 ..... n}}. 
Proof By induction on n. | 
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PROPOSITION A.6. For every process P eTCSP there exists a normal 
form nf(P) such that nf(P)= P. 
Proof Using the axioms PCI-PC5, HI-H5, and C1 it is possible to 
reduce P to a term containing only the operators [3, m, a ~, and the 
basic processes CHAOS and Stop. It is then possible to prove by structural 
induction on P, mainly using D2, that P can be reduced to a standard 
formH{S{a--*Qila~L}lLen_, ie I}[[ ]CHAOS].  By induction on P 
we may assume that each Qi is in normal form. By Proposition A.5 there 
exists a normal form Nl=X{a-~Qa[aeL,  i~I} for all L~[ ,  and 
so by Proposition A.3 there exist nf(P)=g{X{a~Qa[aeL}[Le l_} 
[[]CHAOS]. II 
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